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The experience set forth herein is largely that of the 
World Wars. Weapons and methods of warfare have 
changed since that time and such changes have always 

American Civil War would have proved to be largely un-
reliable in 1917-1918; and it may well be that the experi-
ence of the World Wars will prove to be equally unreli-
able in future wars. But, even if such an experience is of 
no greater value than to serve as the basis of an educated 
guess, it is still better than no experience at all.1

To engage in war is to engage with risk. From the Amer-
ican Revolution onward, American military leaders 

For most of the 18th and 19th centuries, American mili-
-

man and material resources against an opponent — be-
lieved risk was seated in the unknowable and unpredict-

rates as the happy consequence of a sound military plan. 
However, around the start of the 20th century, there 
arose within the American military medical community 
a perception that casualty rates represented a risk that 
could be predicted and controlled. This shift in percep-
tion was predicated on two events: the vast amounts of 
casualty statistics that only entered the printed record 
following the American Civil War, and the invention of 
tabulating and sorting machines that could reveal the 
patterns within this data. Within the recorded statis-

existed a mathematical logic that could be deciphered 
to quantify risk in future engagements. Reduced casu-
alty rates, then, were not a consequence but the actual 
goal of proper medical planning based in a mathemati-
cal approach to controlling risk. Spurred by the Ameri-
can experience during World War I, these events led to 
the publication of Field Manual 8-55 Medical Field 
Manual
Army’s institutional experience with casualties in war, 

Army.2

The collection of casualty data following the Civil War 

became the foundation of Army medical planning in the 
beginning of the 20th century and represented a deliber-
ate choice to represent casualties as a martial risk that 
could be understood and, perhaps, controlled. Military 

-

battle, they had to predict the number of battle casualties 
in advance. This was a problem that military thinkers on 
both sides of the Atlantic examined closely as Europe, 
and shortly thereafter, America entered into an unprec-
edented world war.3

America’s entry in to World War I heralded a massive 

inadequacies of military medical planning and casualty 
prediction. By November 11, 1918, America sent over 
2,000,000 service members to the European continent, 

4 It 
soon became the opinion of World War I medical plan-
ners that the experiences of the American Civil War, 

were of little value.5

and trench warfare represented new risks which ren-
dered past experience completely obsolete in the eyes 
of the Army medical community. While military medi-

equipment and personnel necessary for proper medical 
care without a relevant planning method proved prob-
lematic.6 As a result, casualty predictions were sporad-
ic and inaccurate, and the medical planning based on 
these predictions were wholly inadequate. The Meuse-

-
quences of inadequate casualty prediction and medical 
planning. Though military commanders understood the 
importance of providing adequate medical care, “they 
knew that transportation was so urgently needed for 
many other things that they did not feel that it should 
be provided for unnecessary hospital equipment or 
personnel.”7 Because there was no suitable method of 
predicting battle casualties, only 18,000 hospital beds 
were planned to support an American force of 600,000.8 

— SPURGEON NEEL ESSAY AWARD COMPETITION —

The Figures of Experience: A Brief History 
 of Risk and Planning Within the Army 
  Medical Community
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few days alone, requiring the evacuation of over 10,000 
Soldiers, delaying lifesaving surgery and increasing 
morbidity and mortality rates.9 The failure of military 
medical planners to predict casualties in advance of a 

tens of thousands of service members.

The military medical community knew it had to do bet-
ter. This task fell to the Army’s Medical Statistics Sec-

-

assigned to the Medical Records section of the Surgeon 
10 This po-

Love would later write, this experience gave him the 
“unusual opportunity to become indoctrinated with the 

-
vice so that it could better preserve the health of the 
Army.”11 Love had a passion for medical statistics and 
for serving the Army’s medical needs, traits that would 
set him apart in the eyes of his superiors. Love’s assign-
ment paved the way for his return to the Surgeon Gen-

assumed charge of the Medical Records Section, Divi-
sion of Sanitation.12

Major General William Gorgas, then Surgeon General 

the Army’s medical service in World War I highlighted 
the need to upgrade the Medical Department’s record 
keeping and revisit the use of statistics to aid medi-
cal planning. Gorgas charged Love with overhauling 
the Medical Records Section and updating the records 
keeping process. As head of the Medical Records Sec-
tion, and later as chief of the Medical Statistical Divi-
sion, Love oversaw the collection and analysis of all the 
Army’s medical statistics. Not only was Love respon-
sible for the statistical tabulation of casualty data from 
the front, his department also worked with the Provost 

-
lective Service registrants.13

process 1,500 cards a day, and by the end of the war, 
Love’s section had processed the statistics of over 2.5 
million records.14 From 1921 until 1927, the Statistical 
Division under Love’s leadership compiled over 2,000 
pages of data, representing the complete statistical re-
cord of the anthropological, medical, and casualty data 

-
chine and statistical analysis, Love generated mathemat-

predictive model for hospital admission and discharge 
rates; a model predicting discharged patients that could 
return to battle; and a model that could predict combat 
casualties prior to an engagement.

Titled “War Casualties: Their Relation to Medical Ser-
vice and Replacements,” Love’s study was published 
in The Army Medical Bulletin Number 24 in 1931. 
Writing in the Forward, Colonel C. R. Reynolds, com-
mandant of the Medical Service Field School, noted that 
Love’s study furnished “the soundest basis for war plan-

“These data must be subjected to careful analysis, tak-
ing into consideration all evident and conceivable factors 

-
ence thus obtained, and comparing the past with present 
and future conditions, must be based our estimates of 
the losses to be expected and of medical service require-
ments in future military operations.”15

Reynolds continued, writing that Love’s study was 
“valuable in determining more accurately than by pre-

given situation… [and] will also be of value in studies 
relating to personnel procurement and replacement.”16 
Love also expressed lofty goals for his study, presenting 
what he described as “a system for estimating, on the ba-
sis of our casualty experience in past wars, the require-

evacuation of front line casualties.”17 Love presented his 
system in a simple table that provided a “summary of the 
daily casualty rates…to be used as a basis for estimating 
the requirement for medical personnel and equipment” 

18

The data in this table gave a method for estimating the 
medical needs prior to an engagement while also es-
timating likely replacement needs.19 For example, an 
infantry regiment comprising 1,000 Soldiers engaged 
in “severe combat” could expect a battle casualty rate 

World War I, attempting to predict casualties for units 
in combat, fell victim to their inability to predict ca-

care. Love’s method appeared to mitigate this risk, as 

amount of personnel, supplies, litters, hospital beds, etc, 
on hand prior to an engagement. It appeared that Love 

by Army planners in France a decade prior.

As early as 1936, it seemed clear to senior military lead-
ers that another war was near at hand, and Love’s model 
was considered an important contribution to military 
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20 By 1941, 
mere months before the attack on Pearl Harbor, the 
Army instituted Love’s method as doctrine, the “funda-
mental principles by which the military forces or ele-
ments thereof guide their actions in support of national 
objectives.”21 Published on March 5, 1941, as FM 8-55, 
Medical Field Manual, Reference Data, Love’s mod-
el became not merely a suggestion, but the institutional-
ly sanctioned method for conducting objective military 
medical planning. As FM 8-55 acknowledged, even if 
the planning method “was of no greater value than to 
serve as the basis of an educated guess, it [was] still bet-
ter than no experience at all.”22 This “educated guess” 
was all the Army had as World War II progressed and 
the Allies turned their eyes to the shores of Normandy 
and began planning the largest amphibious operation in 
military history.

the cross-Channel invasion agreed that they needed a 
common basis for estimating casualties, but were ham-

of the Allied assault force was not yet known, nor was 
there previous experience with amphibious assaults of 
the scale proposed.23 -
ic predictions, virtually meaningless absent the invasion 
plan itself: 2% casualties in the embarkation area, 25% 
casualties during the assault itself, 10% casualties per 

24 

the casualty estimation standards outlined in Army 
Medical Bulletin No. 24 and FM 8-55.25 Comment-
ing on these documents in June of 1942, Colonel Paul R. 

-
ain in the fall of 1941, where he remained throughout the 
invasion planning) wrote that “insofar as battle casual-
ties are concerned, these data are the most comprehen-
sive in the world. The experience of [World War II] may 
indicate the necessity of revising these tables; but, until 

-
low this experience closely.”26

-
-
-

SAC), called for three assault divisions and four de-
27 Morgan’s plan called 

for an invasion force of roughly 78,000 Soldiers, and this 

resources, especially landing craft.28 In fact, when Mor-
gan presented his plan to the Combined Chiefs in July 
1943, he advised that “in proportion as additional ship-
ping, landing craft, and transport aircraft can be made 
available, so the chances of success in the operation will 
be increased.”29 Although the primary consideration for 

of the invasion force, it also hinged on the casualty fore-

suitable ships and/or crafts are earmarked and adapted 
where necessary for [the evacuation of wounded], ade-
quate provisions for medical evacuation will not be pos-
sible.”30

at present exists for the evacuation of wounded during 
the assault,” the casualty estimate forecasted a total of 

31 

-

by British planners the previous year. In fact, the chief 

named Lieutenant Colonel G. M. Denning, and his small 
informal section also included a Royal Navy medical 

method of casualty estimation to Morgan’s original in-
vasion plan.32

While these initial numbers derive from the British 

— SPURGEON NEEL ESSAY AWARD COMPETITION — 
THE FIGURES OF EXPERIENCE: A BRIEF HISTORY OF RISK AND PLANNING WITHIN THE ARMY MEDICAL COMMUNITY

Figure 1. Love presented a full explanation of where he drew his data and how he applied statistical analysis. This table 
represented “casualty rates per 100(%) of unit strength suggested as a basis for estimating the necessary medical relief 
on severe combat days, as determined by the American Expeditionary Forces experience.”
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American doctrine for casualty estimation became the 
favored method as early as mid-August of 1943. A table 

33 
Written in pencil at the top of the casualty table a plan-
ner noted that the data was derived using “Gen Love’s 
Scheme of Estimation of Casualties.”34 In addition to the 

Thomas J. Hartford also advised the medical support 
35 Hartford was on loan from 

the medical section of the American command struc-
ture set up to oversee American forces in Britain, and 
would have been aware of FM 8-55 and Army Medical 
Bulletin No. 24.36 Whether or not Hartford had direct 

an unsigned memo dated September 25, 1943 and pro-

method for estimating casualties.37 The memo stated 
that given that the “battle casualty rate will depend upon 

involved and the type and severity of the action antici-
pated,” a new method would be used to “determine the 
severity of losses.”38 This new method, adopted merely 
two months after Morgan submitted his report, mirrored 
that process outlined in FM 8-55 (Figure 2).39

-
fy Morgan’s request for additional transportation craft. 
As a result, in order to meet the demands of the cross-
Channel invasion, American war production increased 
its output of landing craft by 25% at the direction of the 

40 -

critical item of equipment for the world-wide strategical 

program. Every operation contemplated [was] a landing 

was in competition for this scarce resource.41 A com-
parison of expected casualties to available evacuation 
craft illustrated the point of these urgent requests for 
more landing vessels. An April 1944 study showed that 

-

Meanwhile, the second wave of landing craft, scheduled 
to arrive within hours on the next tide, was supposed to 
evacuate these casualties after depositing fresh troops. 
The only problem was that after the second wave land-

could only evacuate a total of 1,950, leaving an excess 
of 2,650 casualties on the beach. The study showed that 
this excess of wounded would continue to compound 
from D Day through D+14, when the number of avail-

catch up with demand.42

Though casualty estimates drove much of the discus-

these estimates reached well beyond landing craft alone. 
SHAEF planners used the casualty estimates to request 
hundreds of thousands of hospital beds, tens of thou-

hospital trains capable of transporting thousands of ca-
sualties at a time throughout Britain.43 Medical supplies 
included hundreds of blankets, a hundred liters of blood, 
splint sets, cases of dressings, and boxes of plasma for 
every landing craft.44 Military litters were converted to 

-

to support the invasion and the expected number of ca-
sualties.45 Meanwhile, commanders used the casualty 
estimates to plan for replacements needed to keep the 
invasion moving forward.46

Figure 2. Comparing the rates listed in this table to the rates listed in FM 8-55 make it clear that COSSAC planners adopted 
the American doctrine of casualty estimation. There are only minor points of variation between the above table and that 
printed in FM 8-55. For example, the “‘Light’ battle day” column above is a direct copy of the “Average for all days in line” 
column listed in FM 8-55. While FM 8-55 lists a range for “Severe battle day” (ie, 12-15, 6-8, 2-3, and .7-1.5) the table above 
adopts the high end of these ranges. Finally, FM 8-55 lists 35% for Brigades and 12% for Divisions on “Maximum battle 
days.” There is no accounting for the adjustments made in the table above, but while the reader may conclude the adjust-
ment to 25
that the British method applied a 25% casualty rate to all types of formations, without variation.
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In the aftermath of the invasion, Love’s casualty predic-
tion model proved less than accurate. While the realities 

generally place Allied casualties closer to 10,000 — far 
less than the number predicted by Love’s model. Nev-
ertheless, after World War II, FM 8-55 was updated to 
include new elements of warfare that were not present 
in the World War I data Love used.47 Statistics from ar-
mored, amphibious, and airborne operations, as well as 
casualty data from the Korean and Vietnam wars were 
incorporated into future planning manuals.48 These up-
dated manuals stated that Love’s method was “designed 
for rough, quick estimates only and not as a substitute 

-
tions and conditions of a particular operation plan.”49 
The updated publications advise planners that experi-
ence “clearly indicates that the estimation of probable 
casualty rates in advance is not a simple matter that can 
be reduced to a general formula,” while providing up-
dated formulas based on Love’s original work.50 Nearly 

Army medical planning lives on.
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